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Arrival 
 

1. Mr.H.A.H.Devendra Perera  - Honorable Chairman 

2. Mr.Sarath R.Ranasingha    - Honorary Vice President 

3. Mr. M. Samanpa Dinendra  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

4. Mr. A.H Imtiaz    - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

5. Mr. Mahesh Kotalawala   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

6. Mr.Somasiri Dayaratne Ganegoda  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

7. Mrs. B.A Achini Madubhashi Peiris - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

8. Mr.Roshan Rajitha Perera   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

9. Mr.A.A.Ajith Kumara    - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

10. Mr.B.G.Dilan Rasika Kumara   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

11. Mr.K.Manjula Perera    - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

12. Mr.Priyantha Alvis    - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

13. Mr.Ajith Kumara Seneviratne   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

14. Mr.Piyasena Wickramarachchi   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

15. Mrs.Chaturi Samanga Sumithraarachi - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

16. Mr. Praneet Welivitage   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

17. Mr. M. Nafli Mohammad Nasir  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

18. Mrs.D. Champa Jayangani Kannanagara  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

19. Mr.Osilma Manel Kumari   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

20. Mrs.R.H Shamila Sewwandi  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

21. Mr.H.A.Gamini Sarathchandra  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

22. Mr. Akila Miranka Peiris   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

23. Mrs.B.G.Sunethra   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

24. Mrs.B.A Dayanandani Perera  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

25. Mr.A.J.M. Simsar    - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

26. Mr.Chaminda Dissanayake   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

27. Mr. D.J Samith Janaka Fernando  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

28. Mr.Malinda Kaluarachchi   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

29. Mr. G. Madhava Dilanka Perera  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

30. Mrs.Deepani Kandanaarachchi  - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

31. Mrs.B. D. A. K. Gayanthi  - Secretary 

Absence 

32. Mr.K.H.Darshana Priyantha Peiris - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

33. Mr.Ruwan P.Perera   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

34. Mr.K.Suranjit Silva   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 

35. Mr.I.Sunil Fernando   - Honorable Member of Pradeshiya Sabha 
 
 

The 55th general assembly meeting of the sixth session of Bandaragama local council was started at 10.00 

am at Talpitibadda local council sub-office under the chairmanship of Hon'ble Chairman Mr. H. A. H. 

Devendra Perera. 
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01. Adoption of the report of the monthly general meeting held on 13.09.2022: 
 
 

Honorable Vice President Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe proposed that the report of the monthly council meeting 

held on 13.09.2022 is a true report subject to amendments. 
 

amendments 
 

Page no29 
Honorable Praneeth Welivitage, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
In my comment, "Delgahawatta" should be "Delgaswatta" and "Also, I request that Vidagama Vewa Road 
and Haddagoda Samaranayake Road be completed soon." "Due to the newly constructed high voltage power 
line system on Atulugama Road" should also be amended. 

 

 

2022 proposed by Honorable Vice President Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe and seconded by 

Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. M. Samanpa Dinendra.09The report of the monthly general 

meeting held on 13th was unanimously adopted by the council. 
 

 

02. Special announcements made by the Chairman :- 
 

2-1.LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT, LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSIONER'S 

NOLGD/10E /LAND_AQUI_K/2022And 2022.09.20dated The letter entitled "Obtaining the 

approval of the local council for government plots" was tabled by the Hon'ble Chairman. 
 
 

2-2.In the library evaluation tournament conducted by the local government department in the year 2022 in 

Kalutara districtTalpitibadda Public Library belonging to Bandaragama local council has won the first 

place among the Grade III libraries. Also, the Honorable Chairman informed the assembly that the 

Bandaragama Gnana Pradeepa Library has obtained the ninth position among the Grade II libraries in 

the Western Province. 

   
 

 

03. Proposals for Leave of Absence :- 
 

Honorable Regional Council Member Mr. Ruwan P. Perera, Honorable Regional Council Member Mr. 
I. Sunil Fernando, and Regional Council Member Mr. K. Suranjith SilvatodayHonorable Vice President 
Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe presented to the General Assembly the proposals for the notification of 
absence for the monthly General Assembly. 

 

Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. KH Darshana PeiristodayThe proposals for notification of absence 
for the monthly General Assembly were presented to the General Assembly by Mr. M. Nafli Nasir, 
Honorable Member of the Regional Council. 
 
The above absentee proposals were made by Mr. Somesiri Dayaratne Ganegoda, Member of the 
Regional Council and Mrs. B.G. Sunetra, Member of the Regional Council. After confirmation, the 
General Assembly approved the leave of absent members. 

  
04. Submission of memorandums, complaints and petitions :- No 

 

05. Regularly adjourned questions :- No 
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06. Proposals adjourned as usual :- There are 
 
  
 

06-01. Honorable Chairman H.A.H. Mr. Devendra Perera's proposals :- 
  
 

 

06-01-I I propose to this honorable assembly that according to the decision number 5-5 of the General Assembly 

dated 10.04.2018, it is appropriate to approve the payments made under the cover approval of the 

General Assembly (Attachment No. 01) from 01.09.2022 to 30.09.2022. 
  

 respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa DinendraMr Confirmed by 

  

Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna 

25000/- has been mentioned to develop the road near Mirismola at No. 8 under the cover approval. 
  

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

The deposit is the amount. 
 

Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna 

Also under No. 9 and 76 it is mentioned in connection with getting gas to Bandaragama Crematorium. It 

would be better if these gas acquisitions are mentioned in a formal manner along with the dates. Also under 

95,96, two payments are mentioned in connection with a vehicle repair. 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

One payment was related to vehicle repairs and the other payment was a complete service of the vehicle. 

Those two are mentioned. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

  

06-01-II For the recommendations No. 7.1.1 to No. 7.1.2 of the Finance and Policy Preparation Committee held 

on 08.09.2022 as per the decision No. 5-11 of the General Assembly on 10.04.2018 (Report of the 

Finance and Policy Preparation Committee under Annexure No. 02 I propose to this Hon'ble House that 

approval is appropriate. 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Somasiri Dayaratne 

GanegodaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

 

 

06-01-III And that it is appropriate to give approval for the recommendations No. 7.1.1 to No. 7.1.27 of the 

Procurement Committee held on 08.09.2022 (Procurement Committee Report is given under Annexure 

No. 04), I suggest to this honorable council that it is appropriate to proceed according to those 

recommendations. 
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 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
  

 

 

06-01-IV The lease agreement for shops No. 02 to No. 09 (of 08 shops) of Ayurveda Upstairs will expire on 

18.03.2023. Accordingly, I have decided that it is appropriate to re-contract with the existing lease 

buyers for a period of 05 years from 19.03.2023 to 18.03.2028, on the condition that the rent of the shop 

will be subject to the new assessment effective from 18.03.2024 as per the draft agreement in Annexure 

No. 03. I suggest to the hon. 
 

The above suggestion respect Vice President Sarath R. RanasingheAffirmed by HonJ. 

 

(The Honorable Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera revised the above resolution and 
submitted a revised resolution.) 
 

 

Amended proposal 
 

The lease agreement for shops No. 02 to No. 09 (of 08 shops) of Ayurveda Upstairs will expire 
on 18.03.2023. Based on the existing monthly shop rent of Government Valuation Department 
noKL/RP/3007And the assessment report dated 20.04.2022. Government assessment 
department noKL/RP/3007And since the letter dated 06.10.2022 has been canceled and a fresh 
assessment report has been submitted (AnnexuresA) to accept the assessment report and 
according to that report 2023.03.19 As per the draft agreement with the existing lessees for a 
period of 05 years from date to 18.03.2028(Attachmentsb)For re-contracting, where the new 
assessment is valid for the next 02 yearsAs it is going on, I propose to this Honorable Assembly 
that it is appropriate to amend the agreement conditions No. 5 of the relevant agreement as "The 
agreed monthly rent amount should be revised every 02 years and implemented for the agreed 
period". 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned Amended proposal respect Vice President Sarath R. RanasingheIt was 

seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was passed 

unanimously. 
 

06-01-V The lessee of shop no. 10 of the new mall is M. W. A. Karunaratne Maya.Since the agreement regarding 
that shop room ended on 08.03.2021, arrangements were made to renew the agreement for 3 years from 
that date and the lease buyer for the above shop room, Mr. Udaya Jayawardena, a lawyer, signed the 
contract in the future, but this shop room was maintained. Since the business is only an office for selling 
explosives (there are no explosives), the agreement was not signed on behalf of the council due to the 
issuance of a trade license to the business, even though business tax must be paid for it. 
In this regard, it was recommended to grant a trade license according to the trade license survey report 
presented by Mr. P.A. Amila, Revenue Inspector for the year 2021, and accordingly a license has been 
issued, but the business tax for this business has to be collected for the year 2022. It has also been 
informed. Furthermore, the buyer was informed in writing to pay the business tax and sign the agreement 
related to the business for the year 2022 and it was informed that the roof of the shop was broken and 
the business activities were not carried out in the year 2022 and it was not possible to pay the business 
tax. The roof of the room is properly arranged and for this business location 09.03.2021 Since the 
agreements must be signed to be valid from the date, the decision on this issue was submitted to the 
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Finance and Policy Preparation Committee, and according to the recommendations made there, 
recommendations were made to update the agreement by paying the business tax money related to the 
year 2022 and the rent arrears from February 2022. has. 
Accordingly, I propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate to update the agreement by 
collecting the business tax money and the outstanding shop rent from February 2022 in relation to the 
year 2022 of shop room number 10 of the new shopping mall. (Shop rent has been paid from 09.03.2021 
to 31 January 2022.) 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-VI The contracted period for the removal of waste collected by Bandaragama Pradeshiya Sabha will be 

valid till 31.12.2022 and in addition the collected waste (substances which can be given as animal feed) 

will be sold by the Tender Board on 08.09.2022 at maximum prices. 1 barrel (200 litres) Rs. 950.00 each 

to give no. Mr. Mohammad Uwais Mohammad Ranzan resident of 28/49 Keselwatta, Panadura has been 

selected. 

Accordingly, on the basis of collecting money from him daily for the garbage collected and given to him 

by the council and on the condition of depositing a security deposit of Rs.150,000/- in the council for a 

period of one year from 01.10.2022 to 30.09.2023 Annexure 05 to the draft agreement I propose to this 

honorable council that it is appropriate to enter into an agreement according to 
 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Somasiri Dayaratne 

GanegodaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 

 
06-01-VII According to the survey conducted by the Commodity Survey Board in accordance with Local Financial 

Rule 203, to table the 2021 Commodity Survey Report related to the goods, wooden furniture, vehicles 
and machinery belonging to the Council and considering the recommendations of the report, to auction 
the goods and equipment to be auctioned and to be destroyed. I suggest to this Honorable Council that 
it is appropriate to implement the recommendations shown by the Survey Board to destroy goods and 
equipment, to repair goods and equipment that need to be repaired and to include in the prescription 
register the items that should be included in the prescription register. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-VIII Bandaragama, Valgama On the road to David Peiris Institute, pass Walgama temple junction, turn to 
David Peiris Institute and at the end of the first land, I propose to this honorable council that it is 
appropriate to survey the concrete road leading to Pinlinda to the local council. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Somasiri Dayaratne 

GanegodaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
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06-01-IX The pre-school system of Bandaragama local council is facing a big challenge. That is, out of the four 
pre-school teachers who have been working so far, one teacher retired about 3 months ago, while another 
teacher is scheduled to retire in February 2023. Currently, there is no possibility to fill the vacancies due 
to the policies of the government. Members who served on a voluntary basis also show a tendency to 
drop out of pre-school as they have to face severe economic problems in the country. Western Province 
Preschool Charter standards require one teacher for every 20 children. Currently, 200 students are 
studying in the pre-school system. Accordingly, I propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate 
to recruit 4 teaching assistants for a period of 06 months from January 01, 2023, targeting the 4 pre-
schools, and to spend an amount of Rs. 978,028.78 from the council fund as allowances. 

 

the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor ML Roshan RajithaAffirmed by 

HonJ. 

Mr. M. L. Roshan Rajitha, Member of the Regional Assembly - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Honorable Chairman, there is a lady volunteering at Namalwa Preschool. It would be great if they could do 

this. 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

All four preschools have teachers who have volunteered for more than three years. They have not been able 

to give them any allowance yet. 
 

Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna 

This proposal is very good. This proposal contains a part of our country's early childhood development 

policy. Early childhood development is under threat today. Today, teachers wake up. How can a person 

volunteer for 3 years in this economic situation? But they have worked on any basis. It is read from this 

proposal that there is a tendency for them to leave the service. New teachers are being recruited on project 

basis. Is there any regulation regarding the qualifications of these teachers? What are the policies on early 

childhood development in our country? I request every member of parliament to think carefully about this. 

Children do not have formal education, mental health and physical health. After this, who will be left to us 

at the end? All MPs are requested to think again and again about when this country will be rescued from the 

abyss in this divided politics. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

On the part of the local council, we are doing our best. At this time, special thanks are given to 

those volunteer teachers who do a great service to the pre-school system regardless of their time. 

From the side of the church, we are doing what we can for the children. 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor ML Roshan 

RajithaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-X Suva Sarana Project Providing snacks to patients undergoing treatment for mental illness at 
Bandaragama District HospitalAfter receiving the council decision related to the implementation of 2022 
and referring it to the budget approval, an advance amount of Rs.3200.00 was approved for 40 patients. 
At present the price per unit is higher than the proposed price so to buy material per week is Rs. I propose 
to this honorable council that it is appropriate to allocate an advance amount of 5000.00. 
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 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Praneet WelivitageIt 

was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was 

passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-XI Purchase of Medicines for the Free Ayurvedic Dispensary of Bandaragama Pradeshiya 
Sabha2,500,000.00 allocated under the head of expenditure 152-03-00-00-1210(1) by the 2022 budget 
in accordance with the powers of the Local Council Act No. 15 of 1987 to be read with Section 2 of the 
Local Council (Ancillary Provisions) Act No. 123 of 1989 I propose to this honorable council that it is 
appropriate to spend an amount of Rs. 650,000.00 from the amount provided. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-XII Since Bandaragama Gnana Pradipa Public Library and Talpitibada Public Library are expected to 
provide free library membership for school children in connection with the reading month of the year 
2022, I hereby advise this Honorable Council that it is appropriate to provide free library membership 
for one week from 16.10.2022 to 29.10.2022. I suggest 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Praneet WelivitageIt 

was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was 

passed unanimously. 
 

 

06-01-XIII I propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate to implement the following programs expected 
to be implemented by the Bandaragama Gnana Pradeepa Public Library and the Talpitibadda Public 
Library in relation to the reading month of the year 2022. 

 

1) Conducting a one-day course on sewing saree jackets for local women as self-employment. 
2) Conduct awareness program on women's health. 
3) Conducting internal library competitions. 
4) An awareness program on horticultureConducted through Zoom technology. 
5) Facilitating reading of magazines and newspapers on the benches outside the library premises. 
6) Conducting essay, drawing and puzzle competitions related to the theme of reading month. 
7) Launch of a magazine to coincide with Reading Month. 
8) Conduct poster competitions. 
9) Providing free library membership for school children. 
10) Best Reader's Choice. 
11) Starting a new mobile service. 
12) Story hours, craft hours, art hours, children's plays, children's moviesConducted through Zoom technology. 
13) Conducting awareness programs about the library. 
14) Conducting an origami craft training program. 
15) Create and provide free bookmarks. 
16) In association with Asian Foundation for Library ReadersConducting a program on the use of Let's Read 

Application. 
17) Conducting a training program for readers on how to bind a book in a simple way to preserve their books.  
18) Conducting an art class for school children. 
19) G.E.C. Conducting a counseling program for children appearing for the secondary and advanced level exams. 
20) G.E.C. Conducting a week of co-curricular seminars for secondary school students. 
21) Conducting reading camps to promote children's reading. 
22) Providing internet facilities and improving Community Information Unit. 
23) Getting information about books needed from schools and getting information by posting advertisements while 

getting new access books to the library. 
24) Reorganization of the Readers' Club. 
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25) To maintain a collection center for recycling plastic near the library premises. 
26) Publication of reader creations through wall newspapers. 
27) Implementation of programs related to the theme of reading month jointly with branch libraries. 
28) To disseminate information about the programs conducted by the libraries through electronic and print media. 
29) Educating school children about books available in the library. 
30) Conducting artist appreciation locally (in conjunction with literature festival) 

 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

 

06-01-XIV I propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate to charge a service fee as mentioned below for 
providing the disk plow and hook plow (with tractor) in the possession of the Bandaragama Pradeshiya 
Sabha for service needs in the jurisdiction and outside the jurisdiction. 
 

In jurisdiction (with tractor) Rs.4000.00Charges will be made from the starting running hour module 1 from the work 

yard. 

Outside jurisdiction (with tractor)Rs.5000.00   

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor ML Roshan 

RajithaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

06-01-XV I propose to this Honorable Council that it is appropriate to purchase the following equipment which is 

in short supply at the Bandaragama Maithrie Town Hall. 

 Soumd Mixer (16 channel) 

 Wireless Microphone (FM) (JBL) 

 Microphone – 10 

 Mixing and distribution amps 

 Crossover 

 Sound effects 

 XLR male Female socket and winr 

 Standard socket 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor DJ Samith Janaka 

FernandoIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-XVI That it is appropriate to get electricity for the building run by United Funeral Welfare Society located in 

Rerukana Community Hall belonging to Bandaragama Regional Council, (subject to the monthly 

electricity bill being paid by United Funeral Welfare Society) and the cost of getting electricity is Rs. I 

also propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate to pay an amount of 28,500.00 to the Ceylon 

Electricity Board from the council fund. 
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 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Praneet WelivitageIt 

was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was 

passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-XVII Urban Development AuthorityDDG/P2/PC/LAAnd 2022.05.26 and05/05/10/03/02/04/Gen-2019And 

according to the letters dated 22.08.2022, I propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate to 

revise the planning committee allowance to Rs.2500.00 per member from June 2022.  

 

 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Somasiri Dayaratne 

GanegodaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-XVIII Due to the current economic crisis in the country, as stated in the National Budget Circular No. 03/2022, 

attention has been paid to sending hard copies of articles containing information related to the use of 

electronic methods as much as possible for communication and reducing the cost of printing. Physical 

delivery of the agenda along with the notice for convening an ordinary meeting of the local council has 

so far been done. Due to the current economic crisis, it is appropriate to reduce the use of paper etc. and 

according to the rules of local council meetings, the council can decide that the convening of the council 

and the delivery of related documents should be done by e-mail. Accordingly, the notice for convening 

the meeting and all related documents to the electronic address of all the members (all the members of 

the assembly must hand over to the secretary an e-mail address confirmed to be their own e-mail address) 

after the specified time is considered as regular delivery, so a regular meeting of the assembly I suggest 

to this Honorable Council that it is appropriate to forward the documents including the notice and the 

agenda by e-mail. 
  

 

the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor W. M. Ajith SeneviratneAffirmed 

by HonJ. 
 

 

Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna 

There is no problem with this proposal. We need to get there with modern technology. It says email. We 

use email regularly.But there are MPs here who don't have the necessary equipment and find it 
difficult. Their rights should be protected here. Therefore, a specific method needs to be made 

for this. From the members of the Bandaragama Regional CouncilWhatsApp GroupCreate one 
and make a notification through it. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

We made a start. Let's give the necessary messages to the MPs who have the facilities. Let's 

give to others in the same way. Those people will get used to it with time. We will send it to 

those who have facilities as a start.  
 

Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna 

Many people find it difficult to send by e-mail. to usWhatsAppthroughPDFSend as one. Adopted a 

resolution of the HouseWhatsAppthroughPDFDo and give the information. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
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The rules say to the email address. Let's implement this proposal subject to the amendments you 

mentioned. 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor W. M. Ajith 

SeneviratneConfirmed by HonAgreeing to use a convenient means of 

communication to provide information to membersA division of 

motionwithoutThe council passed unanimously. 
  

06-01-XIX VyapaMrUsing employees recruited on the basis ofPremixing of roads2022 in the project.09.01From 

date 2022.09.30up to datefollowingAcceptance of work report is appropriatemeI propose to this hon. 
 

 

Below are the services rendered by the above named employees. 
 

 

Sub 

no 
Date Employed employees work /Description 

1 01.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemanta 
BandaragamaMowing the lawn at the 
preschool. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

2 02.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce 
AruggodaCutting down a tree in the common 
amenity land. 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe / 
K.Vasantha Perera 

KamburugudaCutting the grass. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

3 03.09.2022 
K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

4 04.09.2022 MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

5 05.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemanta / A.A. KushanKumara 
Amarasinghe 

In the work yardPurification. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

6 06.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

K. Wasantha Perera / A.A. KushanKumara 
Amarasinghe 

ToiletsDistribution of aid. 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce bodybuildingCultivation of the center. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

7 07.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe /M.A.H. 
Hemantha / B.A.A.M. Peiris / K. Vasantha 
Perera 

BandaragamaParticipating in the charity work of the 
city. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

8 08.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

K. Wasantha Perera / A.A. KushanKumara 
Amarasinghe 

Forewordputting 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce VillagersWalgama road grass cutting. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

9 09.09.2022 K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 
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K. Wasantha Perera / B.A.A.M.Peiris / A.A. 
Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe 

Preparation of pits for planting, Raigama removing an 
unauthorized fence, cleaning a water drain on 
Undugoda Road. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

10 10.09.2022 MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

11 11.09.2022 MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

12 12.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

K. Wasantha Perera /M.A.H. Hemantha / 
B.A.A.M. Pearce 

VillagersCutting grass on both sides of 
Subhasinghe Mawatha. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

13 13.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

K. Wasantha Perera / A.A. KushanKumara 
Amarasinghe/ 

Removal of tamarind tree in Bandaragama city 
center. 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce SamaranayakeLawn mowing. 
MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

14 14.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemanta  Forewordputting 

K. Wasantha Perera / B.A.A.M.Peiris / A.A. 
Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe 

Samaranayaka Mawatha grass cutting. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

15 15.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemanta / A.A. KushanKumara 
Amarasinghe / B.A.A.M. Pearce 

FlagpolesMowing the lawn in the office. 

MD Samira / PV Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

16 16.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce Forewordputting 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe Going to swing the shed chairs. 

MD Sameera  Serving on the bridge ferry. 

17 17.09.2022 MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

18 18.09.2022 MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

19 19.09.2022 
K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

20 20.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe Serving on the bridge ferry. 

K. Wasantha Perera / M.A.H.Hemanta Samaranayaka Mawatha grass cutting. 

21 21.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

K. Wasantha Perera / M.A.H.Hemantha / 
B.A.A.M. Pearce 

Cutting grass and cleaning the road behind 
Bandaragama National School. 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe Serving on the bridge ferry. 

P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

22 22.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce Mowing the road behind Bandaragama School. 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe Forewordputting 

P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

23 23.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor 

M.A.H. Hemanta KamburugudaMowing the mango land. 

MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 
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24 24.09.2022 K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

25 26.09.2022 K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

26 27.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe Veedagama MillMowing the road grass. 
MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Serving on the bridge ferry. 

27 28.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemanta / A.A. KushanKumara 
Amarasinghe/ B.A.A.M. Pearce 

BandaragamaCutting grass on the school road. 

MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Working on bridge ferry. 

28 29.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemantha / B.A.A.M.Pearce foreshadowing 

A.A. Kushan Kumara Amarasinghe Kalayathana RoadCutting the grass. 

MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Working on bridge ferry. 

29 30.09.2022 

K. Kirti Kumar Working on a Garbage Tractor. 

M.A.H. Hemanta  CrematoriaMowing the road grass. 

MD Sameera / P.V. Janaka Working on bridge ferry. 
 

 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

 

06-01-XX VyapaMrDengue control by using employees recruited on the basis ofDr2022 on Earth.09.01From 
date 2022.09.30up to datefollowingAcceptance of work report is appropriatemeI propose to this hon.  

 
 
 
 

Named aboveemployeesBelow are the services rendered. 
 

Sub 

no 
Date Employed employees work /Description 

1 01.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris 

Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda BandaragamaDengue screening at Maitri Preschool. 

2 02.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

3 03.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

4 04.09.2022 
Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Talpitibadda Public LibraryDengue testing. 

5 05.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris 

Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 
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Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

6 06.09.2022 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of QH - 2253. 

7 07.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris 

Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Assisting in Head Office activities. 

8 08.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris 

Clean up the city. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara PT – 8494Vehicle (Electrical Section)Serving as a driver. 

9 09.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Clean up the city. 

M. International patriotism ResourcesServing at the center. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of QH - 2253. 

10 10.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Citycleaning up 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

11 11.09.2022 
Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

12 12.09.2022 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Dengue screening at Bandaragama Public Library. 

13 13.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva  Citycleaning up 

KK Lasanta PrabhatPearce GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

M. International patriotism ResourcesServing at the center. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera TractorServing a vehicle. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Namalua Maithri Preschool Dengue screening. 

14 14.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Citycleaning up 

M. International patriotism ResourcesServing at the center. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera TractorServing a vehicle. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

Chandana Priyavikum bodybuildingMowing the lawn at the center. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Atulugama Maithri Preschool Dengue screening. 
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15 15.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Citycleaning up 

M. International patriotism ResourcesServing at the center. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda BandaragamaDengue screening at Maitri Preschool. 

16 16.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Talpitibadda Public LibraryDengue testing. 

17 17.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

M. International patriotism ResourcesServing at the center. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda DirectoryDengue screening at Maitri Preschool. 

18 18.09.2022 
Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

19 19.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

20 20.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

Citycleaning up 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Atulugama Maithri Preschool Dengue screening. 

21 21.09.2022 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma In the work yardServing 

it. Chandana Priyavikum / 
P.D.Ruwantha Sanjeeva 

SamaranayakePurification of Mawatha drain. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Dengue screening at Bandaragama Public Library. 

22 22.09.2022 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva Citycleaning up 

KK Lasanta PrabhatPearce ResourcesServing at the center. 

it. Chandana Priyavikum / 
P.D.Ruwantha Sanjeeva 

SamaranayakeLawn mowing. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

G. Anura Kumara BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Namalua Maithri Preschool Dengue screening. 

23 23.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva Citycleaning up 

KK Lasanta PrabhatPearce ResourcesServing at the center. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

it. Chandana Priyavikum / 
P.D.Ruwantha Sanjeeva 

KamburugudaMowing the mango land. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of LL - 7677. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Atulugama Maithri Preschool Dengue screening. 
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24 24.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva / K.K. 
Lasantha Prabhat Peiris  

GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

I. Kapila Kumar Perera GarbageWorking on a tractor. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as driver of PA - 0173. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Namalua Maithri Preschool Dengue screening. 

25 25.09.2022 Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

26 26.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva  Citycleaning up 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

it. Chandana Priyavikum  Forewordputting 

P.D. Ruwantha Sanjeeva National SchoolMowing the road grass. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara MainAssisting in office work. 

27 27.09.2022 

P.D. Ruvantha Sanjeeva / A. Chandana 
Priyavikum  

National SchoolCleaning of nearby road drains. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of PT - 8494. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda Palm taxDengue screening in public library. 

28 28.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva  Citycleaning up 

KK Lasanta PrabhatPearce ResourcesServing at the center. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda BandaragamaDengue screening in public library. 

29 29.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva  Citycleaning up 

KK Lasanta PrabhatPearce ResourcesServing at the center. 

Sameera Madhusankha Ponnamperuma BandaragamaWorking in the work yard. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB helper, Kalayathana road grass cutting. 

G. Anura Kumara Driver of QH - 2253 and working in head office. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda BandaragamaDengue screening at Maitri Preschool. 

30 30.09.2022 

S. Dileep Roshan Jayadeva  Citycleaning up 

KK Lasanta PrabhatPearce ResourcesServing at the center. 

K. Jayasankha Madhushan Peiris Acting as JCB Assistant. 

G. Anura Kumara Serving as Driver of PT - 8494. 

M.G. Dilke Navoda AtulugamaDengue screening at Maitri Preschool. 
 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor BG Dylan fanIt was 

seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was passed 

unanimously. 
 

06-01-XXI VyapaMrUsing employees recruited on the basis ofPanchakarma2022 in the project.09.01From date 

2022.09.30up to datefollowingAcceptance of work report is appropriatemeI propose to this hon. 
 

 

 Below are the services rendered by the above named employees. 
 

Sub 

no 
Date 

Employed 

employees 
work /Description 

1 01.09.2022 G.S.R. Silva tipDispensing, dispensing medication under medical supervision, cleaning. 
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P.S.M.U. Thisera Data entry into computer, cleaning. 

A.D.M. Perera cleaning up,Document maintenance. 

DBS adventures tipDispensing, Dispensing medicines under medical supervision, Cleansing, 
Treatment at Panchakarma Center. 

2 02.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
cleaning up, entering data into computer, assisting in treatment at 
Panchakarma Center, dispensing medicines under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva 
tipDispensing, cleaning, assisting in surgical clinic, oiling under medical 
supervision. 

A.D.M. Perera DrSupervised oiling, dispensing nozzles, document maintenance. 

3 03.09.2022 
DBS adventures Issuance of nozzles,Dispense medication under medical 

supervision,Document maintenance. 

A.D.M. Perera Sea snailsAttending the clinic. 

4 05.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Preparation of monthly report, document maintenance. 
P.S.M.U. Thisera to the computerData entry, cleaning. 

G.S.R. Silva 
Assisting in treatment at the Panchakarma Centre, Dispensing syringes, 
Dispensing drugs under medical supervision. 

DBS adventures 
Issuance of nozzles, Issuance of medicines under medical supervision, 
preparation of monthly report. 

5 06.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance, preparation of monthly report. 

DBS adventures 
MonthPreparation of report, attending treatment at panchakarma center, 
dispensing medicines under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

6 07.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Attending the Mahabellana clinic. 

DBS adventures 
Document maintenance, Dispensing medicines under medical supervision, 
Attending treatment at Panchakarma Center. 

G.S.R. Silva 
Issuance of nozzles, packaging of drugs, dispensing of drugs under medical 
supervision. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision, 
entering data into computer. 

7 08.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Data entry into computer, issuing nozzles. 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance, preparation of monthly report. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma Center. 

DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision. 

8 09.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance, preparation of monthly report, dispensing of 
medicines under medical supervision. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Issuance of nozzles, entering data into the computer. 

G.S.R. Silva Assisting in treatment at the Panchakarma Centre, supporting the clinic. 

9 12.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Issuance of nozzles, entering data into computer, dispensing medication 
under medical supervision. 

A.D.M. Perera Dispense medication under medical supervision, assisting in treatment at 
Panchakarma Center, packing medicines. 

G.S.R. Silva Assisting in treatment at the Panchakarma Centre, issuing nozzles. 

10 13.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Assisting in treatment at the Panchakarma Centre, entering data into the 
computer. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles. 

DBS adventures Assisting in treatment at the Panchakarma Centre, dispensing medication 
under medical supervision. 

11 14.09.2022 
P.S.M.U. Thisera 

Data entry into computer, Issuance of thundu, Assisting in treatment at 
Panchakarma Center. 

A.D.M. Perera Attending the Mahabellana clinic. 
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DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision, issuing nozzles. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma Center. 

12 15.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Issuance of nozzles, document maintenance, assisting in Panchakarma 
Center treatment. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Data entry into computer, Issuance of thundu, Assisting in treatment at 
Panchakarma Center. 

DBS adventures Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

13 16.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Data entry into computer, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma 
Center. 

A.D.M. Perera Issuance of nozzles, document maintenance. 

DBS adventures Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva Assisting the surgical clinic. 

14 17.09.2022 A.D.M. Perera Attending the Mahabellana clinic. 

15 20.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Data entry into computer, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma 
Center. 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance. 

DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma Center. 

16 21.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Attending Mahabellana Week Clinic. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Data entry into computer. 

DBS adventures Administering medication under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles. 

17 22.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Data entry into computer, Maintenance of documents. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, giving medicine under medical supervision. 

DBS adventures 
Administering medication under medical supervision, assisting with 
treatment at the Panchakarma Center. 

18 23.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Data entry into computer, Maintenance of documents. 

A.D.M. Perera Document maintenance. 

DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, assisting the surgical clinic. 

19 24.09.2022 A.D.M. Perera Attending Mahabellana Week Clinic. 

20 26.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Data entry into computer, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma 
Center. 

A.D.M. Perera Issuance of nozzles, Maintenance of documents. 

DBS adventures Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

21 27.09.2022 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Data entry into computer, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma 
Center. 

DBS adventures Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma Center. 

22 28.09.2022 

A.D.M. Perera Attending Mahabellana Week Clinic. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera 
Data entry into computer, assisting with treatment at the Panchakarma 
Center. 

DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision, assisting with treatment at 
the Panchakarma Center. 

G.S.R. Silva Issuance of nozzles, dispensing medication under medical supervision. 

23 29.09.2022 

G.S.R. Silva 
cleaning up, Issuance of thundu, Assisting in treatment at Panchakarma 
Center. 

A.D.M. Perera 
cleaning up, document maintenance, assisting in Panchakarma Center 
treatment. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Issuance of nozzles, cleaning, data entry into computer. 

DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision. 
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24 30.09.2022 

G.S.R. Silva Assisting the surgical clinic, nozzle release, cleaning. 

P.S.M.U. Thisera Data entry into computer, cleaning, assisting in treatment at the 
Panchakarma Center. 

A.D.M. Perera Issuance of nozzles, cleaning, document maintenance. 

DBS adventures Dispense medication under medical supervision, assisting with treatment at 
the Panchakarma Center. 

 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

06-01-XXII The total population of the area within the jurisdiction of Bandaragama Pradeshiya Sabha is about 

126850 and about 100 patients visit the herbal garden and its established panchakarma center and 

Ayurveda dispensary which are maintained by the staff of the independent Ayurvedic dispensary 

belonging to the Adhikaripattu sub office of Bandaragama Pradeshiya Sabha. Since the service period 

of the 06 employees hired on project basis for panchakarma assistant sanitation and garden decoration 

works of Osu Uyana Panchakarma Center started from 04.05.2022 to make the people a healthy group 

and provide more effective service to the people will end on 03.11.2022. I propose to this Honorable 

Council that it is appropriate to extend the 06 months from 09th and to spend Rs.1,533,870.00 as 

allowances from the council fund as allowances for those 06 employees. 
  

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

06-01-XXIII The proposed development of the Valmilla Jaya Mawatha public bath well renovation project was 

hampered due to the increase in the prices of raw materials. For that purpose, I suggest to this Honorable 

Council that it is appropriate to purchase and develop materials with Council funds under direct labor. 
   

 the proposal respect Vice President Sarath R. RanasingheAffirmed by HonJ. 
  

Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe, Vice President - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Honorable Chairman, if this well is not repaired, there is a possibility of a great tragedy. There is a two-

storied house next to it. There is a risk of the house sinking. 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Let's start this business soon. This was delayed due to rising cost of raw materials and contractors not taking 

up the project. Let's finish the work with the risk here. 
  

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Vice President Sarath R. RanasingheIt was 

seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was passed 

unanimously. 
 

06-01-XXIV Since the total estimated amount of Rs.4,480,000.00 will be spent on the road repair project from 

Pathahawatta to Kahambiliyawatta and due to the increase in the prices of raw materials, I propose to 

this honorable council that part of the road should be developed. 
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the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor ML Rosen RajithaAffirmed by 

HonJ. 
 

Honorable Regional Assembly Member Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 

Is it not possible to put premix completely on the potholes on this road? You can't go that way. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Let's start this project from the side of Pathahawatta temple. Let's see how much we can do with this project. 

Add premix to the rest and make as much as possible. The question is whether it is possible to maintain the 

road by adding premix. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor ML Rosen RajithaIt 

was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, it was 

passed unanimously. 

 

06-01-XXV I suggest to this honorable council that it is appropriate to carry out the repair work of the wall of the 

burial ground belonging to Raigama Grama Niladhari domain. 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 

 

06-01-XXVI I propose to this honorable council that it is appropriate to bear the expenses from the council fund to 

build a boundary fence of the children's park proposed to be built in front of the Wewita Lake, which 

belongs to the Wewita Grama Niladhari domain. 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor ML Roshan 

RajithaIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 

 

06-01-XXVII Provision of skilled labor has been problematic in running projects implemented on a direct labor basis. 

Accordingly, according to the road toll sub-document issued on 10.02.2022, the salary of a skilled 

laborer for 8 hours per day is Rs. 2700.00 is mentioned. And according to the district prices for a mason 

per day Rs. 3000.00–4000.00 will be paid. According to the current prices in the region, it is appropriate 

to get direct labor at a daily rate of Rs.3500.00, and after calculating the estimated amount to be spent, 

an advance of 20% is obtained and the technical officer measures the tasks completed daily and 

according to the estimate to the relevant masons. I suggest to this Honorable House that it is appropriate 

to make the payment from the House Fund. 

  

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
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06-01-XXVIII 2022Estimated in the year followingthat project implementation is appropriateI am thisrespect Proposals 

to the AssemblyI will 
 

 
 

the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Praneet WelivitageAffirmed by 

HonJ. 
 

 

Amended proposal 
 

2022Estimated in the year followingthat project implementation is appropriateI am thisrespect Proposals to 

the AssemblyI will 
 

 
 

Sub 

no 

The project The estimated 

amount is Rs. 

Council funds 2022 

01 Rehabilitation of road from Pathahawatta to Kahambiliyawatta - Phase 1 1,826,000.00 

02 Repair of Front Gate of Talpitibadda Sub Office 
(Performed under direct labour) 

74,166.00 

03 Concreting the road where Mr. Mahawila Uswatta Thilakaratne's house and 
other houses are located. 

1,060,000.00 

04 Development of the last part of the side road in front of Madupitiya 
Ralahamiwatta Road (Revised) 

910,000.00 

05 Maswila Carpentry School Road reconstruction of dilapidated areas 656,000.00 

06 Reconstruction of the dilapidated section of Samaranayakepura 
Agrajanapadaya New Road. 

1,658,000.00 

07 Bandaragama Satipola Iron Manholes Application of Iron Covers to Prevent 
Corrosion. (Performed under direct labour) 

90,000.00 

08 List of materials required for the remaining work in the dairy and for 
manpower (carried out under direct labour) 

119,820.00 

Sub 

no 

The project The estimated 

amount is Rs. 

Council funds 2022 

01 Rehabilitation of road from Pathahawatta to Kahambiliyawatta - Phase 1 1,826,000.00 

02 Repair of Front Gate of Talpitibadda Sub Office 
(Performed under direct labour) 

74,166.00 

03 Concreting the road where Mr. Mahawila Uswatta Thilakaratne's house 
and other houses are located. 

1,060,000.00 

04 Development of the last part of the side road in front of Madupitiya 
Ralahamiwatta Road (Revised) 

910,000.00 

05 Maswila Carpentry School Road reconstruction of dilapidated areas 656,000.00 

06 Reconstruction of the dilapidated section of Samaranayakepura 
Agrajanapadaya New Road. 

1,658,000.00 

07 Bandaragama Satipola Iron Manholes Application of Iron Covers to 
Prevent Corrosion. (Performed under direct labour) 

90,000.00 

08 List of materials required for the remaining work in the dairy and for 
manpower (carried out under direct labour) 

287,397.60 
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 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned Amended proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor Praneet 

WelivitageIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

06-01-XXIX The following sub-documents have been decided by the local council from time to time before that this 
local council should be developed within the area of jurisdiction of the Bandaragama local council. That 
the said contract shall be executed in accordance with the said contractor/committee in accordance with 
the draft agreement which is presented as part of the value of this proposal under the periods and 
estimated values stated therein, and in that regard the draft agreement which was part of this proposal is 
included in the sub-document I also suggest to this honorable council that the relevant draft agreements 
should be approved so as to include the specified points. 

 
 

Sub 

no 

The project Society/Contractor Contract 

Amount (Rs.) 

Council funds 2022 

01 Rehabilitation of road from Pathahawatta to 
Kahambiliyawatta - Phase 1 

Raigama East Elderly Society 1,825,824.39 

02 Estimate for additional works at 
Bandaragama Dairy 

Kamburuguda West Suvasarana 

Senior Society 

471,691.77 

03 Reconstruction of the dilapidated section of 
Samaranayakepura Agrajanapadaya New 
Road. 

 

Village Development Society 

Samaranayakapura 

1,657,241.61 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor W. M. Ajith 

SeneviratneIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

06-02. Honorable Chairman H.A.H. Urgent proposals of Mr. Devendra Perera :- 
 
 

6-2-I I believe that it is appropriate to publish the procurement notice in three national newspapers 
for the supply and installation of air conditioners for the installation of "Game Kade" and "VIS" 
computer training center proposed to be held in two buildings belonging to the Bandaragama 
local council and for the repair of the Andunwanna crematorium. I propose to this hon 
 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 
  

6-2-II For renovation of Medagama Andunwanna crematorium belonging to Bandaragama local 

councilNRADI suggest to this Honorable House that it is appropriate to get the prices from the 

registered institutions of the Institute. 
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 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

 

6-2-III I propose to this Honorable Council that it is appropriate to implement the following projects 

estimated in the year 2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor M. Samanpa 

DinendraIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

6-3-I I suggest to this Honorable Council that it is appropriate to develop the remaining 12 meters 

of Newadawa Puwakwatta Road by the local council. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor W.A. Priyantha 

AlvisIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the proposal, 

it was passed unanimously. 
 

6-4-I As the Pingwala Cemetery Road is in severe disrepair, I suggest to this honorable council 

that it is appropriate to develop that road using any means. 

 

 respect Chairman H.it.H.Devendra Perera Mr By present doing Received above 

mentioned the proposal respect Regional Councils Councilor K. Manjula 

ManoharIt was seconded by Mr. and as there was no division regarding the 

proposal, it was passed unanimously. 
 

 

07. Agents Councils reportsReview of – 
 

Sub 

no 
The project The 

estimated 

amount is 

Rs. 

Council funds 2022 

01 Repair of Medagama Andunwanna crematorium belonging to 
Bandaragama local council. 

977,500.00 

02 Renovation of Valmilla Jaya Mawatha Public Bathing Well 1,140,000.00 

03 Development of the last section of Lane 1 of Haddagoda Ring 
Road. (The project is performed under direct labor) 

872,000.00 
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7.1. Tabling of Monetary and Policy Formulation Committee Report held on 08.09.2022 (Attachment No. 

02) 

7.2. Tabling of Procurement Committee Report held on 08.09.2022. (Attachment No. 03) 

7.3. Tabling of Environment and Public Facilities Committee Report held on 23.09.2022. (Attachment No. 

06) 

7.4. Tabling of Industry and Industrial Services Committee Report held on 28.09.2022. (Attachment No. 07) 

7.5. Tabling of Housing and Public Facilities Committee Report held on 30.09.2022. (Attachment No. 08) 

7.6. Tabling of Brief Report of Library Advisory Committee on 25.05.2022 (Attachment No. 09) 

7.7. Tabled the report regarding the progress of maintenance of street lights in September 2022. 

7.8. Tabled the report regarding the progress of income of Ayurvedic Dispensary in September 2022. 

7.9. Tabling of monthly statistical report of Bandaragama Gnana Pradeepa Library / Talpitibadda Public 

Library for September 2022. 

7.10. Tabling of progress report on road cleaning in September 2022. 

7.11.Tabled report on progress of road premixing in September 2022. 

7.12.Tabled report on cremation in crematoria in September 2022. 

08. Review of Monthly Statements of Receipts and Expenditures of the 

Council - 
  

7-1.2022Income Expenditure Report for July 

7-2.2022Analysis of receipts for July 

7-3.2022July Payment Analysis    (Attachment no10) 

7-4.2022Tabling of the outstanding balance report for the month of July. 
 

 

 

 
 

09. Matters included in the agenda were further decided by the council. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Honorable Regional Assembly Member W.M. Ajith Seneviratne - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Honorable Chairman, Pingwala proposed to carpet the cemetery road on various occasions. Therefore, with 
the permission that we can do the necessary projects by following any method, we request you to put some 
premix on the road and give it the go-ahead. The other thing is that rainwater collects at the end of Nisala 
Mawatha in West Grama Niladhari domain of Wanduramulla. A development proposal related to that could 
not be implemented. There is also a request to put a pipe and arrange to send the water down to the drain. 
And we are happy about the achievements of our libraries. Thanks to the dedicated staff for that. 
 
 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Bandaragama Pradeshiya Sabha organized a program to improve the health of the people of the local council 
area for a "healthy tomorrow and a happy life". This has been referred to the Ministry of Health for approval. 
The committee will make the House an opportunity to give the Public Health Inspector an opportunity to 
inform you about this program. 
 

 
 

 

 

At 11.49 a.m., the meeting was turned into a committee session at 11.49 a.m. proposed by 

Honorable Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera and seconded by Honorable Regional 

Councilor Mr. M. Samanpa Dinendra.  
 

 
(At the time of the Committee, the Public Health Inspector presented facts regarding the project to be 
implemented under the name of "Healthy Life" and the comments were presented in the following manner.) 
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Public Health Inspector-Mrs. Dilupa Jayawardena 

"Healthy Tomorrow Happy Life" project is expected to control and prevent non-communicable diseases of 
the people today. Here people are informed. In this, with the initiative of the member of parliament, the 
people of a village are informed and a calculation is made as to who is taking medicine for non-
communicable diseases and what medicine to take. Accordingly, we come to the village every month and 
give medicine. In the second month, he comes to the hospital and takes medicine. In this way, we do this 
thing month after month. Accordingly, we hope to control non-communicable diseases and turn children 
into a country that can control non-communicable diseases by the year 2030. 
 
Honorable Pradeshiya Sabha Member Mrs. Deepani Kandaanarachchi - Sri Lanka Freedom Party 

It was said in his speech that the patients are informed at the division level. I have also been representing a 
lion district in the Lion Society for many years. I am doing the necessary screen tests for this from my 
personal wealth. I can screen anyone in my division. I do it for free. If you refer me, I can help you with that 
task. We can do this even at the school level. 
 
Honorable Regional Assembly Member Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 

Do clinical services also take place there? Or only counseling services? 

 

Public Health Inspector-Mrs. Dilupa Jayawardena 

Out of the rural service domains in one division, one domain is taken and the awareness is done through the 
active civil organizations in it. By making that awareness, we hope to treat. The main thing expected here is 
that pregnant mothers are given free scan facilities to check whether the child in the womb is healthy. Also, 
we hope to give a card to children diagnosed with non-communicable diseases. After continuing to treat the 
children, when the child turns 20 years old, he comes back to the society as a healthy child. It is expected 
from the MPs that you will organize this entire program. You are the ones who make the awareness and 
gather the people. Accordingly, we can see how many patients there are. After that the information is sent 
to the ministry. 
 

At 12.05 pm, the committee was reconvened as a session of the General Assembly at 12.05 pm on 

the proposal of Honorable Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera and seconded by Honorable 

Pradeshiya Sabha member Mr. M. Samanpa Dinendra.  
 
 

Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. W.A. Priyantha Alwis - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

In a village, there are usually patients receiving treatment for non-communicable diseases. When we go to 
do those tests in a village, there are about 4000 adults and children. Practically 4000 cannot be done in one 
day. Then how do you make those choices? Is there any way to choose? 

 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

First of all, we will conduct this survey with the intervention of Sivli organizations in one rural service 
domain and send the information to the Ministry of Health. It will not be possible to do in one day in one 
village service division. We need to classify it. Who should be chosen the first time and who should be 
chosen the second time. It will be decided after the survey. Accordingly, this program is expected to be 
implemented. 
 

Honorable Regional Assembly Member Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 
It is better to target the children in this regard than to target the parents. Non-communicable diseases are 
caused by irregular lifestyle, irregular diet and stress. If there is a program to regulate children in this, it 
would be worth it. It will be difficult to take the entire division. But I see it as a big thing if the group can 
identify the priority and do it right. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
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In this there is a goal about future vacancies. Non-communicable diseases can often be passed down through 
generations. It is believed that if we can inform the younger parents and give advice and treatment to the 
children, this will help them. 
 
Mr. M. L. Roshan Rajitha, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podu Jana Peramuna 
It would be very valuable if we could develop a system to provide free medicine to patients. If this is not 
another project that stops midway and we can provide much needed for non-communicable diseases, it will 
be a great help to the people. 
 
Honorable Pradeshiya Sabha Member Mrs. Deepani Kandaanarachchi - Sri Lanka Freedom Party 

Usually, a patient with a blood sugar level of more than 140 is referred to a doctor first. They are not 
recommended at once. The patient should be careful about his diet for about a month to see if the blood 
sugar level is more than 140. Even so, if the blood sugar level is high, a doctor recommends a lot to that 
patient. Children don't use that much at once. If parents have diabetes, children are more likely to develop 
it. Therefore, children should be protected. For that, parents should be notified through projects. 
 
Mr. M. L. Roshan Rajitha, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podu Jana Peramuna 
Mention was made regarding the provision of snacks to mental patients at Bandaragama Hospital. I think 
snacking tends to create non-communicable diseases. Therefore, I suggest that for the mental illness clinic, 
it would be better if they provided some kind of nutritious food without snacks. 
 
Honorable Praneeth Welivitage, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
This project is a good project. The Youth Club and Bandaragama Hospital jointly organized a program like 
this in Walgama and Veedagama. In that we got to identify the hidden patients. So this is a good project. 

 
Honorable Regional Assembly Member Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 
Our tenure is coming to an end. A new council should be formed by next March. An election must be held. 
At the time when the world is announcing this, the President is trying to make a constitutional amendment 
and a structural amendment. He has no mandate to do them. He will not be allowed to die without a vote. I 
would like to remind at this time that it should be saved with the people. 
And it must be said that in these 4 years, we got to install street lights only 5 times. We see some MPs putting 
on lights. 
 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

New lights were not installed. Atulugama lights were put up by Atulugama councilors who got together with 
the church and bought new lights. These days only repairs are done. The repair works are carried out 
immediately after informing the members of the divisions. Then let's try to make new installations. 
 
Honorable Regional Assembly Member Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 
We as public representatives have been demanding a light for 3 years. At least give us 5 more lights as the 
session is about to end. 
Although I am very sorry to say, the other day I took your permission and asked for the motor grader. I 
would like to tell this matter especially to Ms. Sunetra. I always give that respect to women. Also, if women 
go beyond their responsibilities in this society and behave badly, I will not hesitate to talk about it. 
It was the only time I asked for the motor grader in these 4 years. I did those tasks according to the request 
of the people of that area. I didn't even go there when that work was done. We are not going to get political 
benefits from such things. At that time, MP Sunetra also went to that place and told the people that she was 
the one who sent the machine. I called her on the phone at the same time and she told me that this is her 
work. Finally, someone had published a jungle newspaper asking them not to come outside and work in the 
divisions. Whoever it is, it should be known that the two MPs were elected to this council from our party. 
There is no separate division for the two of us who came from the list. We stand for the people of this 
Bandaragama constituency. While doing politics, we need to learn its basic principles, rules and traditions. 
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It's shameless to go and intervene in other people's work, and when I talk about it, they call me a liar too. 
These things are not suitable for a woman. 
 
Hon'ble Pradeshiya Sabha Member Mrs. BG Sunetra - United National Party 

Honorable Chairman, since 2018, I have been proposing to clean both sides of Shanti Mawatha. I spoke 
about it in several committee meetings. I have spoken to the committee about 15 times in this regard. Before 
the councilor Samith did this road, the technical officer of the council has gone and measured and come back 

to develop that road.Since then, I have been doing this road cleaning every year by contacting the 
women's societies that I represent and children's clubs. This time I couldn't do it because of my 
training. I didn't hit jungle newspapers but they sent three thugs to me. Chairman, don't let us work 
in such a division without informing us too. If Mr. Samith is a progressive person, he should have 
told me when he was cleaning the road. I told those who were there that this was my proposal and 
there was nothing wrong with it. The chairman did the basic work of preparing this road. This 
incident happened before that. Mr. Samith said that I am going to take marks there. I told the four 
people who were there at that time that it was my proposal. Therefore, if the chairman does 
something in the village from now on, please inform the other councilors of that division as well. 
Also, what are you doing by taking the machines of the council to regulate properly? 

 

Honorable Regional Assembly Member Mr. DJ Samith Janaka Fernando - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 
Councilor Sunetra may have made a proposal, but the work has not been done, so this work was done after 
waiting till the end. Then there is minimum morality. This is a proposal I made earlier. The Janata Vimukthi 
Front MP also talked to me and said that this is being done. 

 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

The development of Oya Shanit Mawatha Road is a road that MPs have been demanding for many years. 
Local residents and Councilor Sunetra had requested me to develop this road. But we couldn't do it. About 
two weeks before this incident, I sent technical officers and got a report about this road. Accordingly, before 
doing this project, Mr. Samith made a request to me whether I can provide the motor grader for an essential 
task. Accordingly I gave. But at that time they did not say what and where. On the day of the work, he said 
that it would be a two-hour work and he would finish it soon and send it. I also did not know that this project 
was being carried out on the road where I opened a report from the technical officer. When I heard about 
this incident in the evening, I knew that this project took place on the road where Sunetra MP, from whom 
I obtained a report, also requested. 
Everyone hopes to do something for the local people. It would be better if we discuss it peacefully and do it 
intelligently. Otherwise I will be the one who will be embarrassed. In particular, I want to say that you allege 
that no lights were given in 4 years and no roads were built. If everyone works together here, it will be easier 
for me. People in the village laugh if they fight while doing work. Everyone is requested to take care in such 
a way that such activities do not happen in the future. We hope to fulfill the hopes of the people in the short 
time available. This local council period is the last period. That means we could not do anything properly 
during this council. Saharan attacks came, the corona epidemic came, the country's economic crisis came. 
Earlier, the councils received ample financial allocations. We hope to get the money we will get soon and 
do the development work in the area that the MPs need. I would like to thank the President, the Prime 
Minister and the Minister of State for that. Accordingly, as soon as there is money in the council, the financial 
allocations to come to the council will be promptly obtained and this development work will be started. You 
should cooperate there. It is proposed to do development work in the areas according to the priority. 

 
Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. W.A. Priyantha Alwis - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

A year ago, you also suggested and discussed in the finance committee, it was suggested to put a number on 
the electricity channels. I would like to know the status of it. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
It is working. Electricity poles are numbered every Thursday on Thursday. 
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Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. W.A. Priyantha Alwis - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

When installing lights, new technology lights are installed. Crossroads have been raised. There are a few 
junctions on the way to Aruggoda. Since there are more people in those areas, it would be good if lights were 
installed at those junctions as well. 
I made this suggestion about two years ago. Poles are brought to the Aruggoda cemetery and when a hole is 
cut in the burial ground, a lot of money has to be spent to clean it. That's why we request you to pay attention 
to put a board saying that littering is prohibited in the cemetery. 
During garbage collection, I was informed that garbage can be collected on Pulungaha Road in Aruggoda. 
But it would be better if garbage collection is done on Leslie Gunawardena Mawatha, which has more 
population. Or they will question me that if they can take the garbage on Pulungaha Road, why don't they 
come on Leslie Gunawardena Mawatha. Therefore, I request you to arrange for it to be sent that way as well. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
A letter of request came and according to that the health administrator was asking you. 
 

Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. W.A. Priyantha Alwis - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

It would be good if something like that happens at the request of someone in my division. Also, it would be 
good if you think about the people on other roads and send them on those roads as well. It is also requested 
to be considered and implemented. Also, the water supply in the auctioned land in Pulungahaga is not 
regular. If you give approval to it, give approval after making it correctly. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
I went to see it. I also talked to the locals. The relevant institutions were also invited. They have been given 
instructions on how to get the canal system. No approval has been given yet. Approval will be given only 
after following the given instructions. 
 
Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. W.A. Priyantha Alwis - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Every day I talked about Hirana Road. I prepared a program to prepare that road. The council's machines 
were obtained and about half of the work was done. There are many more to prepare. The most inaccessible 
places were made accessible. Let's protect the carpet roads in the area where new projects cannot be done 
due to circulars. Also, mowing the grass on both sides of the roads does not work. Is it because of the lack 
of employees? 

 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
Members of Parliament continue to talk about the development activities of the divisions. Out of the 
employees we have, the employees who are here on that day are doing their best. That day, the day Hirana 
road was prepared, the day the premix was woven. Both of them were going to share premix that day. Three 
people were sent from the Bandaragama work yard to collect the premix. There was no way to send workers 
to build Hirana Road. That is why I said that there is no way to provide employees who can only provide 
vehicles. Roads have been allocated for days, put premix. If the premix cannot be mixed for one day, the 
premix will be applied for two days. 
 
Honorable Regional Councilor Mr. W.A. Priyantha Alwis - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Even if we get the vehicles, we need to employ someone. We cannot just employ anyone. Even if we get the 
machinery to build a road, one MP has to spend about Rs. 3000-4000. When they come to build a road, we 
have to prepare food and tea for the coming group. We have problems with that. Please give some 
consideration to this. The other thing is that 4-5 people have been given assistance according to the toilet 
assistance program for those who do not have toilets. But there are other people who are waiting for those 
goods who are inconvenient to make toilets. Look at that again. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
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We hope to provide the rest. We can provide toilet aid only to low income families. Therefore, it is requested 
to suggest that a toilet be provided only to those families who say they need a toilet. 
 
Hon'ble Regional Assembly Member Mr. Chaminda Dissanayake - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 

Honorable Chairman, I also spoke about this in the Housing and Community Development Committee. A 
discussion is being organized regarding the allotment of the public land portion of the Kidelpitiya temple 
land. 
 

 

 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
Local activists including the local councilor are requesting me to take part of the cemetery and expand this 
playground. You are against taking the cemetery. I am trying to connect a part of the cemetery with this 
public land and expand it in a way that will benefit the village as well. The other thing is that when doing a 
land sale, there is no need to discuss with the villagers how to separate the common part of it. I am still in 
the decision to take a part of the cemetery and build a playground. Most of the people in the village are in 
the same situation. 
 
Hon'ble Regional Assembly Member Mr. Chaminda Dissanayake - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 

Even though you said that you will hold a discussion, it has been 6 months and still it has not been held. 
Somehow, the cemetery was saved. The sale of land in the temple land started on the eighth. I asked them 
how they could start selling land without permission. They say that they do not need approval to get 
advances. We are still talking about the mistakes made by the presidents in the past. The common area is 
now divided into an L shape. It is your wish. At some point in the next session of the council, a few people 
in this or those in attendance will know how much we talked about this. When you do this and get a part of 
the cemetery someday, it may be challenged later. According to your approval, this common land has been 
allocated, tell this decision to this council. Someone can challenge this in the next assembly. Please give a 
specific answer in this regard. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
You keep talking about that issue. For many years, all 3 Kidelpitiya Grama Seva Domains do not have a 
playground. There was no suitable land for that. The best opportunity that came is to get the common share 
of this temple land. Several times there was a proposal to hand over this land to the council. It is not an easy 
task to do in practice. I was of the opinion that Kidelpitiya should be given a playground. The people 
requested me several times to make the part below the banyan tree in the cemetery as a playground. In 
between, the proposal to auction the temple land came. As soon as it came to me, I was told to get a plan to 
divide this land into plots and separate the common amenity portion so that the back portion goes from the 
cemetery. Then there is the possibility of making a playground by combining those two parts. For that, the 
people of the village got together and organized a meeting and invited me too. After discussing there, the 
local residents also agreed to this. There, the Divisional Secretary also came and checked and stated that if 
a part of the cemetery is required, if there is the consent of the majority of the people in the area, it should 
be submitted in writing. You, who were in favor of this playground then, were of the opinion that a part of 
the cemetery should be taken for it, but for some reason, you later objected to it. I sent a signature document 
to the village activists to get the consent of the villagers. Several people have said that MP Chaminda said 
that this is going to destroy the cemetery, so don't give consent to this. At first, you are willing to go and 
discuss this, but in the end you don't like it. You also mentioned the mistakes made by presidents in history. 
In my time, if a land was auctioned, I never got the public land share in a slope, a black rock, where it is 
difficult for people to reach. The most appropriate place for the assembly has been reserved for the public 
facilities section. Through the public facilities part of this, I hope to maintain this as a playground for the 
residents of the auction land and the residents of the village according to the request of the local residents. 
It is with the intention and good faith of getting a playing field for both parties that I allocate this common 
facility section. If the majority of local residents tell me that there is no need for a playground, I don't want 
one either. If you had worked with me on the idea that this playground should be provided, except for the 
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obstacles you made, by today the wall over the cemetery would have been completed, the part of the 
cemetery would have been dozered and the two parts would have been connected and a playground would 
have been built. This has stopped with your interruptions. 
 

Hon'ble Regional Assembly Member Mr. Chaminda Dissanayake - Janata Vimukthi Peramuna 

154 perches are available from the public facilities section. There is no way to make a big playground out of 
this. Half of the cemetery has to be given for this. There are only two acres of the cemetery. There are more 
than 2500 families in the village. Village people don't like this. This is unfair to the people of the village. 
That is why you were asked to convene a discussion. You think I am the only one against this. I don't know 
why you don't convene a discussion. Anyway, the cemetery was saved because of me. A playground can be 
built by reclamation of government land. But making a cemetery is not easy. The Urban Development 
Authority has come and looked at this auctioned land and said that it has not been divided in a useful way. 
It is said that the common land will be separated so that the families who come to that land can take advantage 
of it properly. Has the land been approved for auction? 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
The approval has not been given yet. There are still problems with the drainage system. Approval will be 
given only after solving those problems. 
 
Mr. M. L. Roshan Rajitha, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podu Jana Peramuna  
Honorable Chairman, I am asking about 664 Veedagama West Ping Well. They asked me to make an 
estimate for it. But the officer went there and looked only when I reminded him. Then they say that there is 
no way to see it because the trees are planted there. 
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
I instructed the workers to clean the dams first. There is no way to make an estimate, there is no way to see 
its circumference, the jungle is overgrown. After cleaning there, let's make an estimate. 
 

Mr. M. L. Roshan Rajitha, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podu Jana Peramuna  

Also, the construction of toilets has been going on for 2 yearsA proposal made about ½ year ago. It was 

successful to some extent. But for some reason, it still could not be given properly. Both you and us are 

embarrassed by these. Please intervene to deliver these quickly. Also, since the day you came to this council, 

you have worked hard to manage waste. But when they went to buy land, the opposition opposed it too. 

They had found a land, but it collapsed in the face of those obstacles. The council collects the garbage of 

middle class people. Poor and needy people do not give garbage. The local council does not fulfill their 

needs. But we collect garbage from middle class people and big businessmen. They spend that money to 

collect and send the garbage of those who have collected taxes from poor people. Many MPs were very sad 

about this money being wasted. We have also made various efforts to manage the waste. This council has 

spent more than 4 crores for waste management. I spoke to a member of the council in good faith and gave 

him the opportunity to bring garbage to his garden. He also got the garbage with the hope of making compost. 

But useless waste like coconut husks were left behind. Lack of follow-up resulted in stench and fly 

infestation. The surrounding people suffered due to the lack of follow-up by the officials. Because of that, 

that MP also became helpless. But he thought of us and again gave us the opportunity to cut the drains in the 

right way and put the garbage and cover them. There was a problem due to the actions of the officials of the 

local council. We must find out about the activities of these officers. 
Also, there has been a water problem in Rotarygama Community Hall since 3-4 years. Its pipes have been 
cut. There were several requests from the people to provide it to the people. But Maithri had said that he 
would bring the pre-school there, so it suffered a setback. It is requested to arrange the opportunity to get 
water to that community hall. 
You had premixed Delgaswatta Temple road. Thanks for that. The lake road is in a dilapidated condition 
and people have covered the pits by putting soil in them. That road has not been prepared yet. I request you 
to prepare it as soon as necessary. Also, we should give priority to Somananda Road at this time. Regarding 
that road, the technical officer has gone and made an estimate. Do that quickly. Also, it would be better if 
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the soil in the lake was just leveled and the work done quickly. In this case, I see that the lake wall is 
widening. There is a tendency for the lake to become smaller. The soil is placed on the embankment and 
thinned. There should be a lake. 
 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
The MP is trying to touch the marble. 
 

 

Honorable Pradeshiya Sabha Member Mrs. Champa Jayangani Kannangara - United National Party 

Honorable Chairman, Kolamadiriya is located at Katina Pinkama Alotiyawa Junction. Not a single light on 
the road is working. It is requested to fix the lights right from the turn to Nakano to the temple. 
 
Honorable Pradeshiya Sabha Member Guruge Madhava Dilanka - Sri Lanka Freedom Party 

Honorable Chairman, I also said in the last assembly that this may be the last assembly I will attend. I have 
given my resignation letter. According to the party constitution, I cannot be fired. If I went to court, the case 
would be taken in 6 months. Then there is no way to fire me I resign from all positions in the Sri Lanka 
Freedom Party. I came here because of those who voted for the Sri Lanka Freedom Party. I hope to join 
politics from another party. When I go there, I have to leave my council and all positions. There are some 
people who are afraid to say the party here because they will lose the MP seat. The new organizer of Samagi 
Jana Balavega invited me to join politics. Most likely, I will do politics with Samagi Janabalega. My politics 
is where I stand. I will be with the Freedom Party until I leave the Freedom Party. I submitted my resignation 
because the organizer wanted to hire the people he wanted. As soon as I accepted this position, I said that I 
will give it to someone else for 6 months. If I had won the division, I would not have gone. I tried my best 
to keep Talpitibadda a member of Parliament, but there is no way to do that, the party organizer gives it to 
whoever he wants. I handed over my resignation because it was useless to fight to keep the MP from that 
party. I will continue to do politics in Bandaragama. A lot of things were done based on the friendship of the 
Chairman rather than my member of this House. During these few months, the chairman helped me to the 
best of his ability. All the MPs including the Vice President helped me. After it was gazetted that I was 
removed and someone else was appointed, I have been doing politics full time since then with the party of 
my choice. I don't want to be a member of parliament, so after this, I will do politics full-time with a new 
political party. I will do better politics and work for the village. 

 
Honorable Vice President Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Permission from the council including the Honorable Chairman. A mistake made in the last council term 
should be rectified. MP Mahesh Kotalawala said that according to seniority, I cannot sit in this seat, MP 
Samanpa. There is a way of allocating seats in the local councils act. It has president, vice president and then 
seniority. So it is fixed. 
Honorable Chairman. I understand that you are in trouble, we made a mistake and could not achieve the 
things we hoped for within the alliance. It is not the fault of the chairman, me or these MPs, it is the fault of 
the government. This government did not follow the vision of prosperity. With the 20th constitutional 
amendment, someone came to this and declared that the country has become bankrupt by now, and the 
government was lost. Three of our MPs within the government went to do that struggle, and they had to 
leave the government. According to the constitution, he does not have a referendum. We came to this 
congregation with a thousand hopes. We could not fulfill even 50% of them. One thing I also said when 
talking about the shortcomings of the opposition MPs is that we have to wait until we get the government. 
Year 2 due to wrong economic and political policies created by governments from time to timeThe 

government could not do ½. Because of that, the congregation and we were helpless. We need to apologize 

to the people. The main roads in my division are dilapidated. The main need of a village is road. It cannot 

be postponed because the government has no money. Because of that, we can relax the circulars and work 

according to the need. The chairman has the power to do so. You go to every village. Choose a priority and 

act accordingly. Give priority to prepare the premixes so that they can pass on the roads in the villages. 

Therefore, I respectfully request the chairman to pay your attention and build the impassable roads in my 
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division. Build roads in other divisions as well. They are also requested to do according to the priority of the 

roads. 

 

 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
As the MPs said, let's look at the need and look at the priority. We could not work as we expected during 
this time. Saharan's attack With the covid epidemic and economic problems, the government stopped sending 
money. Because of those reasons, we were unfortunate in our time. I am constantly talking with the secretary 
of the council to manage the finances of the council. We collect our stamp duty money and do these works 
as if there is money in the council. I also go on the roads in every division. People tell me that I don't know. 
I have not applied the premix to the roads in my division yet. We could have done if we had provisions for 
the MPs' divisions at the time they requested. It must be said that this situation has arisen because it did not 
exist. 
 
Honorable Vice President Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

During the period of good governance, we could not do it because we did not get the allocation. Is there any 
other country in the world that has fallen due to Corona? Other countries have not fallen like our country. 
Bangladesh India gives loans to our country. The country went into a crisis due to the wrong political and 
economic policies followed in our country. Even if you don't accept me, I am a failure. I could not work in 
my division to my satisfaction. We supported the government for these 4 years. On that collective 
responsibility. I am saying that I will remain silent by requesting you to get the stamp revenue somehow and 
put some premix on the roads so that we can walk on the road. 
 
Mr. Mahesh Kotalawala, Member of the Regional Assembly - United National Party 

The Vice President stated that I said in the last assembly that the Local Government Act mentions seniority 
I did not mention that. That day, the Vice President told me that I was sitting in the Pinata council seat. I 
said then that the elders of the party like Mr. Samanpa and Mr. Ganegoda came from another party and came 
to the vice president's chair because it was given by your party. I was talking about the fact that you were 
the vice president when there were elders of the party. 
 
Honorable Vice President Mr. Sarath R. Ranasinghe - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

It happened on the agreement of the party. The alliance is a combination of 11 parties. There are contractual 
agreements between the parties. Don't talk without your knowledge. I became the vice president based on 
that agreement. 
 
Mr. Mahesh Kotalawala, Member of the Regional Assembly - United National Party 

You said that Mr. Ranil Wickramasinghe became the President for nothing. He came according to the 
constitution. 
A request has been made to pay him back the fee for taking the deposit in cash in the shop room number 7 
of the super mall. I would like to know what course of action you have taken in this regard. 
 
Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
 

There is no problem in providing it. 

 

Mr. Mahesh Kotalawala, Member of the Regional Assembly - United National Party 

Also, there is a complaint that they are blocked from the factory in front of Mr. Raigama Dias's house. There 

is a big problem here. The noise and dust coming from this will come to their house and they will not be 

able to stay, they will get diseases. Have you given permission for this? 

 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 
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It is not a factory that we can give permission to. An industry licensed by the Central Environment Authority. 

We have given permission for the building to be residential and commercial. The environment authority 

should give permission for the industry. Both parties have been called in this regard. 

 

Mr. M. Nafli Nasir - United National Party 

Permission from the council including the Honorable Chairman. A problem arose regarding the installation 
of street lights. At that, MP Simsar installed the lights in front of the school. According to my request, street 
lights were installed with the intervention of some philanthropists and welfare workers in that area. Another 
relative of mine intervened and arranged to install about 10 lights in several other areas. I would like to thank 
the Chairman for deploying the employees to get the job done. Also, I suggested to those employees to install 
a gate at Galthude temple. It will be updated soon. I asked them to install one at the entrance from the well. 
For this reason, we do not need to have conflicts with the neighbors. I am making this statement so as not to 
create the impression that the council is spending money. All the three MPs are doing these works in the 
village together. Regardless of the party we represent, we work together for the village. We have to carry 
out these works according to a regular schedule or a problematic situation will arise. The honorable council 
is requested to increase the lights in some places and make an on-site inspection to see if it is suitable there. 
  

Honorable Regional Assembly Member W.M. Ajith Seneviratne - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

The financial issues of the assembly were discussed. It would be better if the money in the council was 
prioritized and done transparently. Because there are many priorities in our division. The councilors talked 
about the garbage issue. The people of my division are blaming us for the garbage problem. After taking the 
Kiriberia road, the garbage is collected by the Panadura Municipal Council until you reach the Kosgas 
junction. The tractor goes from there and continues to collect garbage from the place where Deniya Well 
Yaya ends. Then people criticize why they don't just add this little bit.   
 

Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

The garbage problem will be solved in about a month. An agreement has been reached with Millaniya. 
  

Honorable Praneeth Welivitage, Member of the Regional Council - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to propose a proposal that will be convenient for the public and a good source 
of income for the council. It is a big nuisance to the people around because there is no place to stop the 
vehicles during sports matches at the Bandaragama Public Stadium. I would like to suggest that there is a 
lot of space in the Bandaragama fair ground. If a car park is built there, the council can get a lot of income. 
I saw it as a proposal that would bring convenience to the public and good income for the council. It is 
requested to be proactive in implementing it. The Housing and Community Development Committee also 
spoke about providing water and electricity to the Rotorigama Community Hall. It is requested to provide 
only those two minimum facilities. Also, I would like to thank you for raising the lights on Atulugama Road, 
raising the lights on Janadiphita Mawatha, and premixing the Delgaswatta Temple Road that we talked about 
earlier. Also, we request that Veva Road and Bandaragama Raja Samaranayake Mawatha be prepared soon. 
 

Hon'ble Regional Assembly Member Mr. HA Gamini Sarathchandra - United National Party 

MP Madhava stated that he has an idea to join the party as per the invitation of the organizer of Samagi 

Janabalawega. I also invite you to come. Nayanaka Karunaratne is a senior environmentalist. A good man 

is a person who works with principles. And I hope others will come. 
 

Honorable Pradeshiya Sabha Member Mrs. Deepani Kandaanarachchi - Sri Lanka Freedom Party 

Honorable Chairman, there is a complaint that garbage is being brought near the house of Mahatma Jayantha 

at the corner of Ramukkana Wele at night. Two big sacks with the holes of the glass cutter that had been 

brought on a recent date. He is a member of the Bandaragama Lions Club. He requests to get your permission 

to put up a board across the Lions Club saying "Avoid littering". Can you give your permission for that? 
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Honorary Chairman Mr. H. A. H. Devendra Perera - Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna 

Permission can be given to make a request in writing. 

 

I would like to conclude the work of the House by expressing my respectful thanks to the Honorable House 

of Councilors led by the Honorable Vice President, the staff including the Secretary and the people of 

Bandaragama who came to the House today and supported the work of the House in a proper manner and 

wished everyone a good day. 
 

 

 

 

At 01.40 pm the work of the House was concluded. 
 

 

  

 

  

H. A. H. Devendra Perera 
Chairman, 
Bandaragama Pradeshiya Sabha  
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